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Informal					
Jackets
Mix a lot of comfort with heaps of style and what do you
get? Relaxed tailoring, perfectly embodied by (y)our informal
jackets: super lightweight without canvas, wider shoulders
for extra comfort and a looser fit, plus an effortless look and
distinctive feel. Perfect for layering in winter or as outerwear
in autumn.
Choice of fabric is everything when it comes to keeping you warm and comfortable
during the colder season. For fall and winter, we recommend the informal jacket in
luxurious alpaca blends, super-soft stretch corduroys, casual winter moleskins with
stretch for added comfort, and rich, warm 100% cashmeres. Likewise, any of your
wool (blends) with natural stretch will help you maintain just the right amount of heat
while giving you plenty of room to move. And, for those rainy days, your range of
water-repellent stretch tech-fabrics are sure to have your back.
Whatever your customers’ style, they can have their own informal jackets crafted in virtually
any of (y)our suit and jacket fabrics, using their own unique combination of design options
(we have expand your range of possibilities) to create a one-of-a-kind piece.

This season we’re adding:
. More pocket options to mix and match.
. The option of ‘no vents’ on the side.
. The possibility of selecting any of our linings for the back wings and/or
sleeve lining — only for option ‘half lined’ (important note: we’ve renamed your lining
style options, as of now: Half lined = Shoulder-lined and Unlined = No lining).
. For the connoisseurs, we’re adding a new unconstructed handmade make,
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chockfull of handmade sartorial details.
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Combine your 5-button closure with utility
patch pockets for the ultimate smart-casual
outfit. With a tasteful vibe of laid-back
prosperity in a breathable blend of wool,

Discover our favourite combinations of closures,
fabrics and design options for informal jackets
this coming season.

cotton and linen.

5-button closure
The most casual option. Create your ‘utility’ inspired jacket.
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Mix and match your rounded welt
chest pocket and safari side pockets
without buttons for a characteristic
smart-casual look.
8818

Or opt for bellow side pocket to increase
the carrying capacity. With extra warmth
8815

and breathability in luxurious pure cashmere flannel.

Classy and cool: a cosy wool-cashmere houndstooth with 5-button closure,
a patch chest pocket and athletic-inspired pockets in the side seams.
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4-button closure
A casual closure with a wide, shirt-style collar — the base for
your safari-inspired looks.

Vegan suede with a soft feel and nice drape.
Pictured here in chocolate brown with three
utility patch pockets (chest and sides).

8820
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Lightweight and breathable: a warm,
winter-ready glencheck with 4-button
closure and two safari side pockets.

A navy peach-skin fabric with waterrepellent finish, 4-button closure and
5676

safari side pockets for extra carrying
capacity. Perfect as an in-between layer in winter and outerwear in autumn.
Match your 4-button closure with safari front pockets and an internal elastic
cord for a safari (inspired) jacket. It’s that easy.

8739
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2.5-button closure
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A versatile light grey flannel with natural

The most formal option, combining your classic lapel with the
informal jacket’s relaxed, unconstructed silhouette.

stretch. Wearable all year round. Pictured
here with three utility patch pockets (chest
and sides) for an easygoing spin.
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Your informal jacket in chocolate
brown:

a

perfect

trans-seasonal

item, complete with water-repellent
finish and a soft, peach-skin texture.
With four safari front pockets for a
rugged edge.

Match your 2.5-button closure with flap
8806

side pockets and a welted chest pocket for
a more formal look. Or mix and match to
your heart’s desire.

The informal jacket in comfortable flannel, such as this elegant sand-coloured
wool. Soft, breathable, and naturally odour-resistant. Pictured here with a
rounded welt chest pocket and patch side pockets.
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3-button closure
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The informal jacket in time-honoured, light

A more casual version of the 2.5-button, with a wide, shirt-style collar.

grey herringbone, made from a breathable
blend of wool, silk and cotton. Pictured here
with a rounded welt chest pocket and utility
patch side pockets.

FLN005
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Your informal jacket in denim blue: a
warm-yet-breathable stretch flannel
with an extra soft, luxurious hand.
Pictured here with four safari front
pockets for a casual twist.

8855

Match a rounded welt chest pocket with
flap side pockets for your most formal
3-button look.
A midnight blue informal jacket made from an effortless stretch wool blend,
pictured here with 3-button closure and sporty side-seam pockets. Ideal for
casual Fridays and other more relaxed occasions.
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